This article is about what is absent in notes, but exists in sounding music, created by the composer, who puts vital force in its own creation that is preserved in it for centuries. This article is about the energy that permeated the contexture of sounding music, making the soul tremble, sensitively responding to its flows that master our whole existence.
in particular, such as the book by E.Y. Basin "Art and Energy" started appearing, which indicates of the fact that the "time has come" (Basin, 2010) . And it has really come, as musicology, ignoring this topic obvious for performing musicians, especially jazz and rock musicians, ended in deadlock, without suggesting in the last thirty years any serious ideas, relevant to the compositional, performing and pedagogical practice.
In fact, for its centuries-long history, musicology, it would seem, has "discovered" everything, but it has also managed nearly take no notice of the essence of musical art, its live nature, expressed in energetics. Musicology gave preference to the speculative scheme, structure and form, confusing music with musical material -its "raw material" without being aware of the fact that it from the sphere of science, then, at least, is put into the infamous corner. In fact, theory is the true essence of musicology, its most lively part and the foundation that is not only closely related to the art, but becomes its direct reflection in all its manifestations" (Kurth, 1975: 11-12) (Losev, 1990: 230-231) .
It is high time for musicology to move from studying dead schemes to the study of live musical materials, which is reborn each time thanks to the energy of a performing musician's efforts of will.
And here again we would like to recollect E. Kurth, claiming that in theory the study of phenomenon should begin with the basic live process, from the moment of the internal efforts breakout and their formation in sounds. Otherwise, moving in a circle, it can be out of music and get lost in the red tape and schematism.
Music is art connected with the organization of sound fabric in time; sound flow that requires energy, which nourishes it. This movement is a sequence of efforts and letting out of energy. "Pure musical existence is all permeated with endless energies and strengths, it is something constantly swelling and trembling, live and nervous. Every moment in musical composition is permeated with countless strengths; it is a kind of a center and focus of vital currents of the whole organism. The whole musical composition is a living system of indivisible energies interpenetrating each other; they are a real unity of intersecting reasons that are simultaneously the action of these reasons as well", stated the great Russian thinker A.F. Losev (Losev, 1990: 240) .
Music is also space and time art that needs a specific physical space requiring the appropriate energy for its coverage and content, which might be concentrated in a particular sound plan of musical texture. Actually, sound as an elementary particle of music is a flow of energy, an electromagnetic wave of a certain length and amplitude that causes air vibration, and impact on us by the vibration. We are referring to the physical parameters of the energy enclosed in Energetics of musical art as an object of scientific consideration can be manifested in the following types of music activities:
• in a creative productive act -in the process of composing a piece of music or improvisation;
• in performing arts;
• in the perception of music;
• in music pedagogy;
• in musical criticism. 
